Maintainable JavaScript is written by Nicholas C. Zakas in English language. Release on 2012-06-03, this book has 242 page count that include constructive information with easy reading structure. The book was publish by O'Reilly Media, it is one of best computers & technology book genre that gave you everything love about reading. You can find Maintainable JavaScript book with ISBN 1449327680.

You may have definite ideas about writing code when working alone, but team development requires that everyone use the same approach. With the JavaScript practices in this book including code style, programming tips, and automation, you will learn how to write maintainable code that other team members can easily understand, adapt, and extend. Author Nicholas Zakas assembled this collection of best practices as a front-end tech leader at Yahoo!, after completing his own journey from solo hacker to team player. He also includes rules recommended by other industry authorities. Use these tips and techniques to help your team set aside individual preferences and function at a higher level. Establish specific code conventions for your team.
tools such as JSLint and JSHint to keep your team on track. Adopt style guidelines, such as basic formatting, to help your team produce uniform code. Apply several programming practices to solve problems and improve code quality. Create an automated JavaScript build system using a variety of utilities. Integrate browser-based JavaScript testing with tools such as the YUI Test Selenium Driver.
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**Effective JavaScript: 68 Specific Ways to Harness the Power of JavaScript**  
(Effective Software Development Series)

It’s uncommon to have a programming language wonk who can speak in such comfortable and friendly language as David does. His walk through the syntax and semantics of JavaScript is both charming and hugely insightful; reminders of gotchas complement realistic use cases, paced at a comfortable curve. You’ll find when you finish the book that you’ve gained a strong and comprehensive sense of mastery. Paul Irish, developer advocate, Google Chrome

*This is not a book for those looking for shortcut...*

**Nicholas and Alexandra**

This magnificent, compelling volume reveals in unparalleled detail the luxurious world and private lives of Nicholas II, the last tsar of Russia, his wife, Alexandra, and their five children. It accompanies the largest collection of Imperial family treasures ever to leave Russia, on exhibit through Dec. 31, 1998, at the First USA Riverfront Arts Center, Wilmington, Delaware. 644 color illustrations.

**Nicholas and Alexandra**

The story of the love that ended an empire. In this commanding book, Pulitzer Prizewinning author Robert K. Massie sweeps readers back to the extraordinary world of Imperial Russia to tell the story of the Romanovs' lives: Nicholas' political naiveté, Alexandras obsession with the corrupt mystic Rasputin, and little Alexiss brave struggle with hemophilia. Against a lavish backdrop of luxury and intrigue, Massie unfolds a powerful drama of passion and history—the story of a doomed empire and the death—...

**Circle Eight: Nicholas (Volume 5)**

Even in the darkest of shadows, love can light the way. Nicholas Graham is caught in the middle: of his family, of his desires, of his own unhappiness. After he meets Winnie Watson, his self-imposed curmudgeonly existence pales in comparison to spending time with her. He wants to be with her, to get to know her. She is a beacon to all the secret cravings he has controlled. Until now. Winnie Watson endured, and survived, a horrendous childhood that would give others nightmares. She started over, ...

**Nicholas I: Emperor and Autocrat of All the Russias**

Book by Lincoln, W. Bruce

**Nicholas St. North and the Battle of the Nightmare**

Don't miss The Rise of the Guardians, soon to be a major motion picture in theaters November 2012. Before SANTA was SANTA, he was North, Nicholas St. North— a daredevil swordsman whose prowess with double scimitars was legendary. Like any swashbuckling young warrior, North seeks treasure and adventure, leading him to the fiercely guarded village of Santoff Claussen, said to be home to the greatest treasure in all the East, and to an even greater wizard, Ombric Shalazar. But when North arrives, I...
Nicholas: Lord of Secrets (The Lonely Lords)

Nicholas Haddonfield has something to hide... After a wild youth, Nicholas Haddonfield, Viscount Reston, has promised his ailing father he'll finally take a bride, though doing so will force Nick to make impossible choices and face old, painful wounds. Leah Lindsey is glad to find refuge from her own desperate situation in a marriage of convenience with the gallant viscount. But soon convenience is not enough, and Leah can't understand why Nick remains so distant. What is he hiding, and will he ...

Tsar: The Lost World of Nicholas and Alexandra

75 years after the execution of the last Tsar and his family, interest in them is still strong. The recent DNA identifications of their bones made worldwide headlines, as did the fact that the remains of two of the children, Alexeia and either Anastasia or Maria, are missing. From formerly secret archives in Russia have come a host of documents that are changing history - Rasputin's diaries, Lenin's orders of execution and the Imperial family's diaries. Now the full story of the last Romanovs is...

The Romanov Sisters: The Lost Lives of the Daughters of Nicholas and Alexandra

A New York Times Bestseller for 12 weeks! "Helen Rappaport paints a compelling portrait of the doomed grand duchesses." People magazine"The public spoke of the sisters in a gentle, superficial manner, but Rappaport captures sections of letters and diary entries to showcase the sisters thoughtfulness and intelligence." Publishers Weekly (starred review)They were the Princess Dianas of their day perhaps the most photographed and talked about young royals of the early twentieth century. The four ca...

Nicholas and Helena Roerich: The Spiritual Journey of Two Great Artists and Peacemakers

In her latest title, Ruth Drayer provides a factual account of the two Russian visionaries who believed beauty could solve the world's problems and unify humanity. Partners in all things, charismatic Nicholas (1874-1947) was an internationally acclaimed artist, author, daring explorer, conservationist, archeologist, humanitarian and peacemaker, while his wife, Helena (1879 - 1955), was a teacher and healer as well as the inspired co-author of the Agni Yoga series. This is the first book in Engli...
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